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Background

• Discussions go back to the early 1990s
• Focus on two aspects of cross-border litigation in civil 

and commercial (private law) matters
– Jurisdiction
– Recognition and enforcement of judgments

• Negotiations from 1996-2001 produced an “Interim 
Text” that addressed several issues but failed to 
achieve consensus on others, including IPRs



Background cont’d

• Decision taken to continue work limited to jurisdiction and R/E 
by courts agreed in Choice of Court Agreements (COCA)

• COCA adopted in 2005 (US signed but has not ratifed)
– COCA does not apply to:
– the validity of intellectual property rights other than copyright and 

related rights; [Art. 2(2)(n)]
– infringement of intellectual property rights other than copyright and 

related rights, except where infringement proceedings are brought 
for breach of a contract between the parties relating to such rights, 
or could have been brought for breach of that contract; [Art. 2(2)(o)]



Background cont’d

• Decision taken in 2011 to continue work on future 
instrument on R/E

• Working Group meets 2013-2015, prepares draft 
Convention text in 2015

• Special Commissions convened 2016-2017 to prepare 
a draft Convention for an eventual Diplomatic 
Conference

• Key area of ongoing lack of consensus:  IPRs



Concerns re: IPRs

• Process Issues
– What is the case for including?

• What are stakeholders’ views?
• Risk vs. reward?

– IP expertise?
• What is “intellectual property”?
• Territoriality?
• Litigation complexity?

– Relation to other instruments?



Concerns re: IPRs cont’d

• Substantive Issues
– Territoriality?
– Injunctive relief?
– Bifurcation of validity and infringement proceedings?
– Comity vs. preclusion?
– Standards issues—SEPs/FRAND?



THANK YOU!
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